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A P&ID (Piping and Instrument Diagram) is a logic diagram that details the connection relationships of piping, 
instrumentation, equipment, and fittings. This is a representative diagram used in the process plant industry. 
Currently, most companies are applying digital-format of P&ID, but in many cases, image-type P&ID is exchanged 
due to contractual relationships. Also, before digital P&ID became common, P&ID in image format was mainly 
used. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the P&ID in the image format into a digital P&ID. Among the symbol, 
text, and line objects constituting the P&ID, studies with relatively high recognition performance for symbol and 
text objects have been reported. However, research related to line recognition has been relatively scarce. Line 
objects to be recognized in P&ID are distinguished by a continuous line, a special line incorporated with a special 
sign, and a flow arrow. A continuous line generally represents a P&ID pipeline. The pipeline serves as a link between 
the flow of fluid and the process within the P&ID. A dotted line and special line incorporated with special signs 
usually represent signal lines. Signal lines transmit electrical, pneumatic, or data signals. Finally, the flow arrow 
represents the flow direction of the fluid through the arrow direction. In this study, all continuous lines in the diagram 
are recognized using image processing techniques such as thinning and Hough transform. It recognizes special signs 
using the RetinaNet deep learning network. The type is changed by identifying that the recognized continuous lines 
should be converted to another line type using special sign recognition information. The P&ID used in this study is 
a high-resolution image, and the line sign has a relatively very small size compared to this. In addition, the line signs 
have various anchor sizes. Therefore, it is necessary to consider how to set the bounding box of the corresponding 
object. In this study, through pre-experiments, the optimal bounding box setting method and anchor parameter values 
for line sign recognition were presented. 
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